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1. Acts of work done.













Started teaching the basic ABCs to the pre-primary kids.
Continue teaching English to the parents and the youngster.
Working on the decoration of the classroom.
Teaching English to the primary kids on regular basis.
Working along with Miss Pemba for the extension of the school garden.
Continue teaching Computers to the senior kids.
Teaching in public school for an hour alternatively [3 days per week].
Teaching the kids to make simple friendship bracelets.
Conducted a talent show among the kids.
Dealing with drawing and coloring with the primary and pre-primary kids.
Dealing Computers practically with the senior kids.
Planted a few plants in the garden

2. What has been achieved?








The assistant trekking guides are now very clear about the tenses. So it is now easier for them to
make various sentences without any mistakes.
Not just the tenses but the youngsters are now also learning various parts of grammar.
Kids are now able to make friendship bracelets.
The pre-primary kids are learning different alphabets [writing and reading].
I and Miss Pemba along with the help of kids have extended a bit of the school garden.
As we had a talent show as our activity for this month, kids prepare themselves for different activities.
Kids are now very clear about how to use Microsoft Word.

3. What are the next steps?








Planting various types of vegetables and flowers on the garden we extended along with the help of
kids.
Continue teaching English to the parents and youngsters.
Continue teaching in Public school.
Experimenting on making papers through various reusable papers and grass.
Conducting parent’s day as it is the activity for next month.
Teaching the kids about Nature, Natural things and their importance.
Teaching a new English song to the primary kids.

4. General remarks
As it is the rainy season right now, the kids got 2 weeks of vacation from the Public school. So we conducted
our class in Community Learning Centre from 10 AM to 2; 30 PM during the period of the vacation. Remaining
days; the time was the same i.e. 1 hour in the morning and 1 hour in the evening. The talent show was
conducted as the activity for this month. It went very well. We realized that kids are now being responsible for
their duties. For the next month, we are going to plant some vegetables and flowers in our school’s garden.
Also I want the kids to learn and get familiar with nature and natural things. So I will be teaching them about
it.
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